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Abstract – In recent years, computer vision has taken great strides in understanding and recognition the visual scenes together
with deep learning technologies. Object recognition is one of the key areas of the computer vision applications. It is mainly
concerned with recognition and localization of specific objects in an image. There are open-source and pre-trained models for
the detection of general objects (such as cars, persons, cats, dogs). However, it is necessary to develop problem-based algorithms
and training with deep neural networks by creating annotated training data for the recognition of special objects (such as
headscarf). Furthermore, objects come in different shapes, sizes, angles, colors and additional noise from changes in the realworld environment, perspective, lighting and shadows. Taking into account these problems and needs in the real world, this
paper focuses on the development of problem-based deep neural networks algorithms and the creation of labeled and reliable
training datasets for the objects to be recognized. The contribution of the paper is to make use of transfer learning with the
optimized R-FCN and Faster R-CNN pre-trained models in order to recognize pedestrian attributes including hat, headscarf,
eyeglasses, bag objects and gender from security cameras. The proposed detection model has been trained on large-scale labeled
dataset using TensorFlow open source platform. The performance of the neural network model has been evaluated using Average
Precision (AP) values for each class and over 75% Mean Average Precision (mAP) for all classes is achieved.
Keywords – Object detection, deep learning, pedestrian attribute detection
I. INTRODUCTION
The recognition of pedestrian attributes such as gender,
age, race [1], hat and bag detection from long range security
cameras where the face is not detected or the facial features
cannot be detected is a crucial task. This challenging task is
performed using the fully body appearance and object
detection methods. Object recognition has become an
important field in autonomous vehicles that detect pedestrians,
vehicles, traffic signs and lights, and in detecting objects such
as people, bags, headscarves, glasses from long distance
cameras. This paper addresses real-time pedestrian attribute
detection on pedestrian images. Since the existing datasets
(such as PETA) are insufficient and not suitable to recognize
related attributes on whole images contains pedestrian, we
collect our novel dataset contains an amalgamation of different
datasets.
With the increase of surveillance cameras in recent years,
intelligent video analysis technologies including object
recognition and tracking have become compulsory. Many
studies were conducted to recognize pedestrian attributes from
far-view images [2-5]. Deng et al. [6] presents SVM-based
method to inference the pedestrian attributes such as
demographics (gender and age range), appearance (hair style),
clothing style (casual or formal), and accessories (hat and
backpack). For this task, they introduce a new dataset named
as PETA consists of 19000 images with 61 annotated
attributes. They have achieved average 71.1% classification
accuracy with selected 35 attributes. Gupta and Ramesh [7]
uses Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to recognize and
detect pedestrian attributes on PETA dataset. Their neural
network model has improved the attribute recognition

performance with 80% test accuracy. They have proven that
deep learning based approaches outperform traditional
machine learning methods such as SVM.

Fig. 1. Object detection timeline

Today, the success of object detection is based on the
success of previous researchers. Recent progress has been
made in the field of object recognition with these networks: RCNN [8], Fast R-CNN [9], Faster R-CNN [10], YOLO [11],
R-FCN [12] and SSD [13]. The timeline showing the
development of object recognition between 2005 and 2018 is
presented in Figure 1.
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This progress began with a computer vision model called
Histogram Oridient Gradients (HOG), which was first
developed in 2005 by Navneet Dalal and Bill Triggs [14].
HOG features performed fast and well. However, with the
increasing interest in deep learning, HOG characteristics
performed worse and slower classification compared to the
success and speed of CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks)
architectures. For this reason, it has become important and
prioritized to use the advantage of CNN architectures in object
detection and image classification, to improve the
classification capabilities and to increase the speed with
selective search techniques used in particular for R-CNN [8].
Selective search [15] uses image properties to create all
possible positions by looking at the pixel density, color, and
image texture of an object. These identified objects are then
exported to the CNN model for classification. In the following
years, a model called Fast R-CNN [9], which corrects the main
problems with R-CNN, has made better improvements in
object recognition and classification. The Faster R-CNN
model [10], which uses the small regional proposal CNNs
instead of using selective search, provides a better way to solve
this problem by providing better performance than the Fast RCNN model. Faster R-CNN is one of the most accurate and
fastest object detection algorithms in real-time use cases.
With the introduction of the R-FCN model in 2016 [12],
more successful results were achieved in object recognition.
The R-FCN model, which consists entirely of convolution
layers, has achieved a faster and more accurate classification
than the Faster R-CNN model, since it does not use any fully
connected layers after the convolution layers. The R-FCN
model, defined as an end-to-end network, directs the input
received through the convolution layers directly to the output.
The faster operation of end-to-end networks is predictable as
it will have less weight than CNN models with a fully
connected layer. For this reason, we use R-FCN model to
pedestrian attribute detection in this paper.
The paper focuses on the use of problem-based deep neural
network algorithms and the creation of labelled and reliable
training sets for the objects to be recognized. It is mainly aimed
to obtain the following 3 outputs:
 To provide a reliable data set by marking each object in
the image with a label to identify the relevant object
from the background.
 Real-time classification of various objects in the image.
 Localization to understand where objects are in the
image.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
Human intelligence does not continuously learn new things
from scratch, but instead transfers what they have learned in
the past to new tasks. Transferring learning in artificial
intelligence also works in this manner. It is a technique that
allows us to reuse a previously trained (pre-trained) model for
a new task by retraining the last layer of the model. In this
paper, we build custom object detection model that classify
and localize six pedestrian attributes (hat, headscarf,
eyeglasses, bag, man, woman) by using a pre-trained model
based on the Common Objects in Context (COCO) with the
Tensorflow Object Detection API. We address the challenge

of pedestrian attribute recognition problem with following
deep learning architectures based on CNNs.
A. Region Proposal Networks
Region proposal is a list of bounding boxes that indicates
likely positions of objects for given an input image. Region
proposals are generated by Region Proposal Networks (RPN).
R-CNN, Fast R-CNN and Faster R-CNN are the most widely
known RPN approaches. R-CNN uses selective search to find
region proposals per image and AlexNet to extract CNN
features. For object classification and localization, Fast RCNN uses a region of interest (RoI) layer unlike R-CNN. Each
ROI is pooled into a fixed-size feature map and then the
pooling layer mapped to a feature vector by fully connected
layers. Finally, the network produces two output per RoI:
softmax probabilities and bound box regression. While RCNN and Fast R-CNN use selective search to find out region
proposal, Faster R-CNN uses a separate network to predict the
region proposals. R-FCN is also a RPN. Since fully connected
layers after RoI pooling increase the complexity with the
increase of the number of parameters, they are removed in RFCN. R-FCN is faster that these approaches with competitive
mAP [12].
B. Region-based Fully Convolutional Networks (R-FCN)
R-FCN is simple and efficient framework for object
detection task and provides much faster training and inference
performance, when compared with Faster R-CNN [12]. RFCN is an end-to-end network: from input by convolutions to
output. In other words, this architecture is composed of fully
convolutional networks. Our pedestrian attribute detection
system based on R-FCN is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Pedestrian attribute detection based on R-FCN

The network is started with fully convolutional layers and
ended with RoI pooling layer. RPN generates candidate RoIs.
The goal of the R-FCN architecture is to classify the RoIs into
object categories and background. Before RoI pooling, the
architecture uses Resnet-101 [33] to extract feature maps by
removing the average pooling layer and the fully connected
layer after convolutional layers. RoI pooling layer (named as
position-sensitive RoI in [12]) takes the outputs of the last
convolutional layer and produces scores for each RoI. Loss
function on each RoI is computed as follows:

𝐿(𝑠, 𝑡𝑥,𝑦,𝑤,ℎ) = 𝐿𝑐𝑙𝑠 (𝑠𝑐 ∗ ) + 𝜆[𝑐 ∗ > 0]𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑡 ∗ ) (1)
Here, c is the number of object classes to be detected and
𝑐 is the ground-truth label of RoIs. 𝐿𝑐𝑙𝑠 represents the
classification loss and 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑔 indicates the bounding box
regression loss. 𝑡 ∗ is the ground-truth box.
∗
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C. Dataset
Our large scale dataset, an amalgamation of different
datasets with varying image sizes and resolutions, contains
1,120,020 labelled data. We split dataset into training and test
sets in an 80–20 ratio. The dataset not only contains pedestrian
images, but also includes images with tagged related attributes
(hat, man, woman, eyeglasses, bag) taken from Google Open
Images Dataset [16]. For headscarf object, we scrapped the
related images from Google images and modanisa.com web
site. We use LabelImg open source program to label object
bounding boxes of our image data. This annotation tool saves
an XML label for each image. After, we convert images and
their xml files into a csv format for model training.
III. RESULTS
All the experiments were performed on the server which has
24-core Intel Xeon E5-2628L CPU, 8 NVidia GTX 1080-Ti
GPUs, 256 GB RAM and runs Ubuntu Server 16.04 OS.
TensorFlow platform and Python programming language has
been used to train and test the neural network model. For
training phase, we use Adam [34] optimizer and apply L2
regularization to the weights.
Evaluation metrics of object recognition are used to
understand that how many objects were detected correctly as
true positive and how many false positives were produced. We
use Intersection over Union (IoU) to evaluate the object
localization task and Mean Precision Average (mAP) to
evaluate the detection task as evaluation metrics of the neural
network model. This evaluation is performed based on groundtruth objects, which are annotated bound boxes drawn by
human. IoU measures the overlap between two boundaries
(ground truth and predicted). The measure is calculated by
overlapping areas of intersection between these two
boundaries. The output of this calculation is an accuracy score.
We use IoU to measure how much our predicted boundary (the
model prediction) overlaps with the ground truth. The mAP
value ranges from 0 to 100 is calculated with the product of
precision and recall of the detected bound boxes. If mAP value
is above 0.5, the detection result is considered as true positive.
For given ground-truth images, a high mAP value shows that
the neural network model has high performance. Average
precision (AP) for each classes and mean AP over these classes

(a)

Fig. 3. Performance results for each object classes

(mAP) are reported in Fig. 3 to present the detection
performance of the proposed model. Blue bars indicate AP
values over each class for 1750 randomly selected test images.
We manually annotated the ground-truth bound boxes of 1750
pedestrian images as shown in Fig. 3 (a). While the “bag”
object has the highest AP value, “headscarf” has performed the
worst with 55 % AP. Note that we do not have results from the
baseline methods for “headscarf” because it is newly defined
in this work. Ground-truth (a) and true-false positive
predictions for each of the classes (b) are illustrated in Fig. 4.
We observed that the most of the false positives for “man”
objects are “woman” and vice versa. Although gender
classification from facial features can be performed with very
high accuracy rates, gender detection from a far-view camera
where the face is not detected or the facial features cannot be
detected is a difficult task. Our detection model has obtained
average 75 % gender detection accuracy. We plan to further
develop the model using larger and true annotated pedestrian
images. We also observed that the model confuses human head
with “headscarf” object. We make use of Python scripts
(cloned from https://github.com/Cartucho/mAP) to show
graphical detection results of the trained model. Fig. 5 shows
that the example detection results of the model on the frames
of a recorded video with a score threshold of 0.6.

(b)

Fig.4. Ground-truth objects (a), attribute prediction results of the model with the number of false positive and true positive (b)
B
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Fig. 5. Example results of the trained model on a video frame

IV. CONCLUSION
We trained and fine-tuned a pre-trained R-FCN model on
our large dataset (~1M images) to detect six pedestrian
attributes from far-view camera images. The model has
efficiently performed in the real-time (the running time per
image is 0.3sec on a computer with Intel Core i7 2.8 GHz CPU,
16 GB RAM. The computer also has a NVIDIA GTX 1070
GPU) and achieved high accuracy on test data. The main
challenge in our study is the lack of labelled pedestrian images.
We have just 20K pedestrian images taken from 20 different
environments. So, we have combined our pedestrian images
with Google Open Images Dataset. But Google Open Images
Dataset contains images with too many false labels. As a result,
we concluded that the model could get higher classification
performance on accuracy with a larger dataset which contains
more pedestrian labels.
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